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Green's function approach we used above is suf-
ficiently powerful and simple to allow us to treat
this problem in detail without making the quasi-
particle approximation.

%e are indebted to Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge,
Inc. for making the on-line computing facility
available to us free of charge and to George Boyd
for aid with the computations. %'e are also grate-
ful to J. M. Howell, P. W. Anderson, and D. E.
Thomas for several stimulating discussions re-
garding the model used to represent the phonon
spectrum of Pb and for prepublication use of their
tunneling curves.

*A contribution of the Laboratory for Research on the

Structure of Matter, University of Pennsylvania, cover-
ing research sponsored by the Advanced Research Pro-
jects Agency.
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The de Haas-van Alphen effect has recently
been observed in iron by Anderson and Gold, ' who
find the striking result that the field quantity
entering the expression for the Lorentz force on
a conduction electron is B = 8+4aM+. In particu-
lar they report that the effective field is 8+Ho,
where H, =21.4~1.9 kG in one orientation and
21.9~ 1.7 kG in another; the value of 4mM+ is
21.8 kG. By definition B is the average magnetic
field over the volume of a specimen, weighting
all volume elements equally, on the assumption
that the magnetic carriers are not shifted in po-
sition by the test charge. ' %ith this assumption
B is the field seen by a cosmic-ray particle. But
it is not at all clear why a conduction electron
should sample all volume elements equally, and
for this reason the experimental result is unex-
pected, and, in fact, other values had been pre-
dicted. %'e consider the theory below and find
that the theoretical internal field Ho is, in fact,
just 4vM+ for the model used.

%'e consider a mode1 with one conduction elec-
tron in a ferromagnetic crystal; at each lattice
point of a cubic lattice there is a rigidly bound
magnetic moment

y. . = (geh/2mc)S . .

%e neglect the spin of the conduction electron,
but look only for interactions of the bound spins
S; with the momentum p of the conduction elec-

tron. In lowest order the perturbation from the
(orbit)- (other spin) interaction' is

e [pxr. j0'=
mc . i r.

where ri is the vector to the conduction electron
from the ith lattice point. If we neglect the off-
diagonal component of the magnetic moment and
set p, = p.; for all i,

ep, p y. -x.px i i y
mc . r.'

%e consider a specimen in the form of a thin
slab parallel to the Yz plane; the specimen is
magnetized along the z axis. By symmetry
Q(y;/r ) =0. The sum QQ;/r ) can be evaluated
by its electrostatic analog: It is the x component
of the electric field vector inside a lattice slab
bearing a unit positive charge on each lattice
point. %e have, for n lattice points per unit vol-
ume

x iG-x—,=4vnx+ Q C- e
~

3 - G
(4)

where the contribution 4nnx represents the effect
of a uniform distribution of charge; the oscillatory
term is periodic in the reciprocal lattice. The
coefficients CG may be calculated, but we do not
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need their values.
With n p. =- Ms, we have

e ep x iG. zH' = -4aM xP P QC-e '+ ~ ~ ~ .
s rnc y mc y- G

The oscillatory part of 0' is invariant under a
lattice translation and may therefore be added to
the unperturbed Bloch Hamiltonian to give eigen-
functions of the Bloch form. The usual spin-orbit
interaction (not considered in H') is oscillatory
and is disposed of in the same way. The remain-
der -4mMs(e/mc)xP& of EP is equal to the A. p
term in the kinetic energy

l
2m c ~ 2m mc 2mc

pl ovlded

A = (0, 4a M x, 0).

This is just the vector potential of a magnetic field
Ho' =4«s

The oscillatory contribution to A is of the order
p.fl/a'-10 ' cgs; the order of magnitude of the
smooth contribution is 4vMsR -10 ' cgs, where
the cyclotron radius Rc has been taken as 10 ' cm
in a 50-kG applied field. Thus it appears that we
may neglect in A' the terms arising from the
square of the oscillatory component of A and also
terms in the product of the smooth and oscillatory

components. In any event the oscillatory parts of
A' are to be treated as part of the Bloch Hamil-
tonian. Our estimate Aosc —10 cgs may under-
estimate an s-state component; we might rather
take Rose as of the order of a Compton wavelength
times a hyperfine field, or 10 ' x10 =10 ' cgs,
which is still small compared to 47t MsRc.

Our result is that the contribution of the mag-
netization to the effective internal magnetic field
acting on the momentum of a conduction electron
is 4mMs, very closely, provided that the interac-
tion process is elastic. ' The value is essentially
independent of the details of the conduction elec-
tron eigenstates.

I am indebted to Dr. A. V. Gold for a stimulat-
ing talk and for a preprint of his paper.
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4Electron-electron inelastic collisions typically are
rather infrequent because of effective screening of
the Coulomb interaction. It is possible, however, that
d -d or s —d collisions (enhanced by a high density of
states of d electrons at the Fermi level) may be suffi-
ciently frequent in some ferromagnetic metals to make
it impossible to observe a de Haas —van Alphen effect
except at very low temperatures.
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Nonresonant charge-exchange cross sections
for proton-rare gas collisions have been meas-
ured by several investigators. ' Almost without
exception the cross sections versus energy ex-
hibit a single, rather broad maximum. We have
measured the emission of Lyman alpha radiation
from collisions of 1- to 25-keV protons with rare
gas atoms. These measurements show two prorn-
inent maxima in the Lyman alpha-producing reac-
tions for H++Ne, H++Ar, and H++Kr. The
cross section for H++Xe has a peak at 10 keV
and gives an indication of another at very low
proton energy. The H++He cross section does

not show two distinct peaks in the energy range
of our apparatus, but there does seem to be a
shoulder on the high-energy side of the maximum.
Figs. 1 and 2 are a presentation of the measured
cross section versus incident proton energy in
the lab system for the five rare gases. The ar-
gon curve is the average of 5 runs with two dif-
ferent gas samples. The helium and krypton
curves are the average of 4 runs each; the
xenon, 3 runs; and the neon, 2 runs. All curves
are reproducible to within +5%.

The basic apparatus and detection scheme are
described elsewhere. ' Modifications include the
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